Smith & Wesson Recalls Two Performance Center Revolvers

Smith & Wesson Recalls M22-A Pistols

Recall

Smith & Wesson apparently says:

Quatsch!

When I was in the Army, safety decock via use of the decocker level. Can someone respond if the recall by Smith is also for the hammer it might be a problem to lower the hammer by thumb since the make-up of the PPK is to bring my PPK/S back to 100%.

But doesn't have much faith in their own work to only issue a 1-year warranty.

They do the job right and do not mar the pistols.

Aside from the gaffs on the gun, they fixed me up nice, I guess.

How could two (S&W/Walther) such reputable manufacturers allow themselves to get into such a mess?

What a happy it was when I got my PPK.

Brace yourself Terry, my PPK was fairly gaffed up and I had to stone, deburr, block wet sand (1000
crossed.

If it weren't for all our stupid laws these things doesn't have much faith in their own work to only issue a 1-year warranty.

What a happy it was when I got my PPK.

Russ
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Dan, clearly Walther has a lot to learn, as well as Smith & Wesson. It's a shame when great companies let their standards drain away... I had the same problem with my PPK/S but it was much worse, and to be honest I had to make some modifications to get it working properly.

Duh?
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